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Major suits involved in Duncan Hall project
since denied the charge and recently
wrote a letter to the Spartan Daily defending the materials used.
Jasper claimed the shelves were
overloaded. Earlier, Dr. Young said that
such was not the case.
Gilbert Friel, a representative of the
OAC in Oakland. said investigation of the
accident should be completed within the
next two weeks.
Friel added he had no idea how the
investigation was progressing.
Since the incident, the Daily has investigated the situation, with these findings:
Attorneys for Jasper Construction
have filed suits against 10 Duncan Hall
subcontractors.
A number of these subcontractors
have filed cross suits against jasper.
Jasper Construction has been in
litigation on several of its projects in
recent years.
On Jan. 23 attorneys for Duncan Hall
general contractor Jasper Construction
Inc. of Santa Cruz filed a $545.000 suit
against to of its subcontractors in Santa

By BILL PATERSON
First of two parts
A number of construction companies
are suing one another following their
work on the recently completed $8.8
million phase It of the San Jose State
University Duncan Hall Science Building.
This is in wake of an investigation
being conducted by the state’s Office of
Architecture and Construction (OACI
after a wall of shelves collapsed on
students Jan. 3 in room 450 of the new
wing.
Pamela Costa nor Daniel Gilmore were
not seriously injured in the incident, but
both were treated by the Student Health
Center for inhaling formalin fumes.
The incident sparked controversy when
Dr. Joseph Young, chairman of the
Biological Sciences Department. charged
materials used in the Duncan Hall
shelving were substandard in a memo
forwarded to Hobert Burns. academic vice
president. on Jan. 8.
Werner Jasper. president of Jasper
Construction Co. Inc. of Santa Cruz, has

the United Farm Workers Union instead
of the Teamsters Union.
"In Salinas, either you sign or you’re
without a job." charged Garcia. "I know a
lot of people that have signed with the
Teamsters that are dissatisfied." he
added, "so there must be a problem with
wages and working conditions."
Garcia said he didn’t know it the
Teamsters Union could offer higher
wages than the UFW. But he said
Teamsters Union dues were double those
of the UFW.
Tramutt. UFW spokesman, said one of
the problems of the Salinas valley
Teamsters contracts is they do not
provide for a union hall where the
workers can voice their grievances.
Garica said 11.000 workers belong to
the local Teamsters Union. About 40
members picketed the Safeway store
during the morning. However, the number
decreased later in the day. Only two UFW
members were on the picket line.
"We are just barely getting organized,"
said Garcia in response to a question
regarding the turnout. "Eventually we are
going to picket other stores," he added.
Bob Wofford, manager of the Safeway
store at First and Oak streets said,
"Business has decreased a small amount"
because of the pickets. "But we support
Safeway’s cause," and our stand is to sell
lettuce." he added.

By BRAD BOLLINGER
Members of a local branch of the
Teamsters Union picketed a San Jose
Safeway store at First and Oak streets
Saturday to protest what they feel to be
unfair contracts obtained by the Union
with Salinas valley lettuce growers.
"My feeling is that the Teamsters
should let the farm workers alone," said
Rudy Garcia, a cannery worker and
member of Teamster local 679.
"We are sympathetic to the farm
workers," added Garcia. "We are telling
the Teamsters to lay off Cesar Chavez."
Larry Tramutt, spokesman for the
United Farm Workers said, the picketing
is limited to Safeway stores because it
sells one out of every four heads of lettuce
grown in the U.S.
In another San Jose strike, 20 persons
picketed Mervyn’s department store on
White and Story roads. They protested
stores selling Farah slacks. ’See story
page 3.)
According to Tramutt, the Teamsters
Union obtained "sweetheart" contracts
with about 130 Salinas Valley lettuce
growers in 1970.
The contracts were obtained behind
closed doors according to Tramutt, and
involve about 15,000 lettuce pickers who
would rather be represented by the
United Farm Workers Union.
The purpose of the protest. said Garcia,
is to force the lettuce growers to deal with
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with negligent and careless workmanship.
Hearings have been set for Feb. 22 and
23. amording to jasper’s attorney ES.
Wilson.
A number of the subcontractors named
in jasper’s suit have filed cross -complaints an the last two weeks charging

Teamster strike
hits local store
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Clara County Superior Court charging I
subcontractors with responsibility for a
six -week delay in the project’s completion.
The complaint cited the subcontractors
with abandoning the project before its
completion and in the case of one firm,
Pacific Plastering of Fresno, charged it
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Duncan Hall: modern, but faulty?
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Picketers and Safeway may be neighbors but not friends.

Funding controversy
now moving to cumax
The controversy over lending of
instructionally related activities at the 19
California State Universities and
Colleges is moving to a climax.
A running battle for the past few years.
the San Jose State University administration, along with those of other
state universities and colleges, and the
Board of Trustees, has been trying to
move responsibility for this funding out
of the hands of the Associated Students.
Glen E. Guttormaen, director of
business affairs at SJSU, explained their
approach this year will be to get the funding through the state’s general fund.
The Spartan Daily, marching bands,
choral groups, and various sports
programs get most of their money from

the instructionally related activities fee at
SJSU.
According to Gut tormsen. the amount
in question is about $300,000 at SJSU and
about $4 million state-wide. At present
this comes from the $10 A.S. fees each
student pays at packet turn -in.
At the January meeting of the California
State University and Colleges Student
Presidents Association, ICSUCSPA) A.S.
Pres. Dennis King said he wanted a
special meeting devoted to discussing this
issue. He is in favor of state funding, but
only under what he calls "ideal" conditions.
Basically, King is afraid the Board of
Trustees might use this issue to abolish
the power of student governments.

lowest bid of a sub-contractor if that contractor qualifies under slate regulations,"
he added.
"In public buildings you run into these
problems more so than in private
buildings
Wilson said he expected a long
litigation.
Yet jasper has been in litigation on
several of his projects in recent years according to Santa Cruz and Santa Clara
County records.
Jasper was involved in litigation with
Santa Cruz County over the construction
of the mammoth Santa Cruz Governmental Center completed in 1968.
Santa Cruz attorney Dennis Kehoe, who
represented Jasper in the case, explained
his client sued the county and architect
for $191,220 for non-payment of fees.
The attorney said the county filed a
cross complaint against jasper for alleged
defective workmanship.
The county’s charges were dismissed in
court and Jasper settled with the county
out of court for a substantial sum. Kehoe
said.
Although Kehoe would not reveal that
amount, an official in the legal office of
Santa Cruz County said the settlement
was for $35,000.
A subcontractor on the Santa Cruz project, George H. Wilson lone of the subcontractors in the Duncan Hall suits) also
filed a suit against Jasper for a breach of
contract which was dismissed by a Santa
Cruz Superior Court judge.
At the present time Jasper is involved in
a cross suit with Matt Bagliere Inc. over a
disputed underground pipe laying project
in the Los’ Gatos Meadows Retirement
Center.
Jasper has also been named a defendant
in five separate actions in Santa Clara
County Superior Court in 1971. Jasper,
who operates state-wide, was also named
ass defendant in previous years as well.
Jasper and his attorney defended his
reputation.
"We’ve successfully completed about
$150 million in public works projects
without any problems," he said.
Wilson cited Jasper’s work on a number
a of Holiday Inns as well as construction
of the the De Anza College Flint Center for
the Performing Arts as a few of jasper’s
accomplishments.
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Alaskan senator
attacks secrecy
By ARDIS CLARK
For democracy to survive, the public
must be informed, U.S. Sen. Mike Gravel,
0-Alaska, said yesterday to a group of
students and faculty in IC 141.
Speaking on "Secrecy in Government,"
Sen. Gravel stressed that he feels his role
in communicating to the public is more
important than his role in legislating. He
said that if he did not maintain a line of
communication with his constituency,
they would have no means of contributing
their opinions.
Sen. Gravel was introduced by State
Sen. Alfred Alquist as a "tireless defender
of the Bill of Rights."
Co-sponsors of the speech were the
Faculty for the Seven Points, the Associated Students Program Board and the
National Lawyers Guild.
According to an A.S. statement, Sen.
Gravel was paid $250 plus donations for
his presentation.
The current level of secrecy in
government rose out of World War II, Sen.
Gravel said. The public built up a
tolerance for secrecy through the defensive evergency and often quoted
statements like, "A slip of the lip will sink
a ship."
In the 19505. the senator said, the public
was easily led to believe that if secrecy
was necessary in a hot war, we must have
it in a cold war.
The point of concern now is how much
secrecy will the public tolerate, Sen.
Gravel stressed? "At this time the public
tolerates a lot," he said.
Secrecy is inherent in executive
agreements, but not with treaties. said the
senator. Treaties must he public, and thus

are open to public observation and
criticism. This is not the case with
executive agreements. he said.
Sen. Gravel said that before WW II,
there were four times as many treaties as
executive agreements. Now the ratio is
the opposite.
There are two persisting arguments for
secrecy, he said. One is that we must have
secrecy to protect foreign policy. But how
is the public supposed to know to agree
with foreign policy if it does not know
what it is, asked the senator to cheers
from the overflow crowd?
The second argument for secrecy is that
it is necessary for our defensive security.
Sen. Gravel said. However, he said, 98 per
cent of the classified information would
have no effect on our defensive needs.
The remaining two per cent, he said,
should be classified because it has to do
with troop and armament deployment.
But although the information should be
secret, the potential use of our defenses
should not be, he said.
"The survival of human kind is much
too powerful a decision to be ieft to elected
officials," stressed the senator. With increasing defense expeditures. it is only a
matter of time before we will all have a
weapon pointed at the person next to us.
he said.
In closing, Sen. Gravel said that it is all
too possible that eventually some official
may go insane or panic and in turn destroy
mankind. Unless the public is informed of
what direction the government is pointed,
he said, this type of possibility cannot be
prevented.
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payments for labor and materials.
According to the contract between
Jasper and the California Slate Board of
Trustees, jasper agreed to complete the
Duncan Hall project by lune 1. 1972. It
was also stated in the contract Jasper
would be assessed a $600 fine for each day
it was late on the project.
According to Jasper’s complaint, his
company laded to complete the protect
until Aug. 11, or 41 days late.
The complaint also stated the Board of
’trustees withheld $45,000 from jasper’s
final payment for the delays.
However, Jasper was not the first to sue
over Duncan Hall.
On April 18, 1972, attorneys for Pacific
Plastering filed a $357,102 suit in the
Fresno County Superior Court against
Jasper and a $107.102 suit against the
Board of Trustees and Aetna Insurance of
San Francisco for non-payment of
materials and workmanship.
The complaint alleged jasper "acted
willfully, maliciously and with
knowledge and intent that such refusal to
pay money for work completed) will
substantially interfere and damage plaintiff’s ability to obtain continuing financing so that it might be enabled to finance
other sub-contract obligations."
Since then the case has been moved to
Santa Clara County Superior Court and
incorporated in Jasper’s major suit.
Jasper’s San Francisco attorney,
Wilson, said the case is extremely complicated because of the number of firms
involved.
He added a number of the sub -contractors were "intimately involved with
one another" in the project.
Yet in Wilson’s complaint, he alleged
representatives of University Casework
would testify that Pacific Plastering was
responsible for the delay in Duncan Hall.
Wilson would neither confirm nor deny
this.
Al the present time, University
Casework and jasper are in arbitration
over their Duncan Hall differences.
However, when asked why Jasper
would choose contractors who he would
later face in court. Wilson said, "He
doesn’t have much of a choice in the case
of public buildings.
"A general contractor has to take the
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POW’s to benefit

U.S. Congressman Don kilisards, D..
San Jose, has co-sponsored ialong with 27
other House of Representatives members’
legislation to provide special benefits to
returning American prisoners of war.
The benefits. according to Edwards’
Washington office, would be in the form of
an adjustment assistance, similar to monthly payments currently paid veterans for
injuries. The amount of payment would be
for life and vary with the length of time
that the veteran had been held prisoner.
For example, a soldier held prisoner for
one year would receive $30 per month for
thereat of his life: that is, upon his release
from active duty. As proposed in the
legislation, the payments would go up by
930 per month for each year of captivity,
with a maximum of 8150.
These payments would be in addition to

.ory benebts ottermt by existing veteran
assistance programs, said a spokesman in
Edwards’ San lose office. The bill has
been introduced to the Committee on
Veteran Affairs. the spokesman said, and
should be on the floor for a vote soon.
It is hoped by the bill’s sponsors that it
can be passed as quickly as possible so
that returning POWs can take immediate
advantage of it, added the spokesman.
According to the statement from
Edwards’ Washington office, Edwards
says that not only do the POWs merit
special assistance, but many of them need
it. "These brave men, who have made
great personal sacrifices in terms of
health, career, and family separation and
have maintained high morale and loyalty
to their country. deserve our support and
concern," he said.

Jim Bauman

Communication is Sen. Gravel’s theme

Back pay t rimming
big surpris e for all
By BILL FLINT
The San lose State University faculty
organizations were caught completely off
guard by the recent proposal to scale back
pay boosts for faculty members at the
California State University and Colleges
(CSUCI.
Presidents from five major SJSU
faculty organizations reacted in separate
interviews saying they were surprised
with Legislative Analyst A. Alan Post’s
suggestion to trim Reagan’s proposed 7.5
per cent back -pay salary boosts for CSUC
faculty members 10 5.4 per cent, a savings
of $4.6 million.
The state legislature’s nonpartisan
budget expert’s recommendation would
also delete $15 million in higher education
construction funds. It would add $2.8
million in general operation funds for the
University of California.
Prof. George Sicular, president of
United Professors of California jUPC)
said Post’s proposed salary -cutting
means it will be the third time a part of
state government has denied "back -pay
and inflationary" salary boosts in the last
two years.
"In the past two years prior to Post’s
recent statement, both the governor and
the legislature have denied us ICSUCI any
kind of salary boost what so ever," said
Prof. Sicular,
Prof. Theodore Norton, president of the
Association of California State
University Professors ACSUP, said he
personally thought Post’s statement
caught him by surprise but that it wasn’t a
question of one man’s position in
government, referring to Post’s pressure.
politicians, Assembly speaker Moretti
and Ways and Means cahirman, Willie
Brown.
"Post’s announcement, and this is just
guess -work." said Norton. "seems to be a
desire to do better things for the

University of California,"
Prof. Benjamin White, president of the.
American Association of University
Professors. AAUP. believed Post’s announcement to be sudden anti "negative"
to the progress of both systems. referring
to the universities and the state
universities.
"In both systems there is a lack of hackney in addition to the ever present effects
of inflation. We have not kept up with the
rest of the country," Prof. White said
about Calfironia’s system of higher
education and its faculty salary scales.
Ur. William Wagner, President of the
California Teachers Association CTA,
said the reason higher education salary
cutbacks or denials were made is because
of the public image of such institutions
during the student demonstration periods
of the mid -Mrs.
The state-level California State Employees Association. CSEA. of which Dr.
(lair jennet I, of SISU’s men’s physical
education department, is president, has
attacked Post’s announcement to trim the
faculty pay increases as "not making
much sense. Prot. Sicular believes the distinction
between research schools in addition to
those which give higher degrees "makes
the higher education system more
favorable to the economically well-off
stlidenta."
Post has justified his 5.5 per cent salary
recommendation by saying the state
university faculty should not he granted.
larger salary increase than what has
already been granted to the DC faculty.
Prof. Sicular said he realizes this. and
would like both higher education systems
to receive increased salary scales but not
at the expense of denying it tootle system;
back-solary boosts such as the state
universit y’s.

Editorial

Cooperation vital for
Tower List reliability
A system of cooperation
between Tower List editors and
the students and faculty of San
Jose State University is in order
to secure the future success of the
yearly publication.
The sixth edition of Tau Delta
Phi fraternity’s Tower List has
been the target of varied
criticism, both on a student and
faculty level, for reasons which
point to a lack of contribution,
from these same sources, at the
book’s beginning.
Students complain of incorrrplete listings, pointing to the
number of professors not mentioned.
Faculty members stress points
dealing with inaccurate sampling, selective copy wording and
a presentation of facts which
doesn’t allow them to know
which class did or did not like
them.
The success of any project
depends on input from reliable
sources. In this case, 30 fraternity
brothers, working on a non-profit
basis, depend on students voluntarily filling out evaluation cards
and on professors encouraging
their classes to do so.
The book does not profess to be
the Bible for students choosing
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instructors. It does, though,
stress the importance of communication from students into
the stream of faculty outlook.
At the end of each semester an
instructor has the duty to grade a
student on his effort for a
particular class. In the same
manner, the Tower List offers
students the opportunity to
evaluate a teacher’s accomplishments and efforts.
The chance is at hand bra way
to stimulate and improve faculty
instruction and student input.
This kind of relationship,
however, must be the goal from
the start. Petty criticisms, once
the Tower List has been
published, do not add to its
overall effectiveness but only increase the hostility between its
editors and SJSU students.
By redirecting these criticisms
into constructive proposals for
the next edition, students and
faculty members can increase the
Tower List’s reliability and at the
same time air their differences.
Tau Delta Phi stresses that its
publication’s accuracy depends
upon the involvement of the entire university and not just the effort of its small fraternity.

‘Pros’ versus students
"Professionalism" is one thing
which student politicians always
lack whenever they seek to buck
the system.
Conversely, it is the one,
primary weapon which administratorswhether they be
college presidents, state
university trustees, or
utilize in
chancelloralways
preserving the system.
It is easy to discern the lack of
continuity in student politics.
Students in positions of
is, the A.S.
powerthat
Presidencyrarely run for reelection. If they do, they are often
denied a second term.
On this campus, for example,
Mike Buck ran for re-election as
A.S. president last spring. He
was soundly defeated, finishing
fourth among five candidates.
Current A.S. Pres. Dennis King
has told everyone who’s asked
him, no, he will not seek a second
term.
It poses problems, then, when
students band together to
alleviate existing conditions.
There is a time limit in which to
accomplish certain goals, and it is
necessarily imposed on students
because they usually leave after
one year’s residency in their office.
On the other hand, college
presidents and trustees hold the
advantage when it comes to
dealing with ambitious architects
of change.
The administrators merely
wait out the renegade’s term of office and the issue at head usually
subsides or dies with the
student’s departure.
In observing first hand the
proceedings of the California
State University and Colleges
Student Presidents Association
(CSUCSPA), it becomes painfully evident that students must
act rapidly or they have no
chance at all in improving the
average student’s lot.
In the first place, the
CSUCSPAthe
official
representative group of 19 state
university campuses and 280,000
studentsmeets only once a
month.
Transportation
difficulties
often keep some members from
attending and the problems
mount when an issue has a
critical time element involved.
CSUGSPA
meetings
are
scheduled on weekends, which
leaves only two days each month
to discuss an issue, take a stand
on it, and formulate strategy with
which to battle the trustees.
Thus, events occuring between
regularly -scheduled
meetings
may go unattended or unnoticed.
Such problems are unknown to
the college administrators, who
are paid to tend to such tasks 40
hours a week, every week.

Gporge Bede
The knowledge that one will be
there today, and tomorrow, to
perform his job is of critical importance to the administrator.
Student presidents and their
subordinates have no such assurance.
Overcoming this situation is
not easy.
One solution, possibly, is to
extend the A.S. president’s term
of office from one to two years.
This, however, would require
an extremely dedicated individualone who would be able
to devote two successive years of
his education to putting his ideas
into action.
At the same time, it would
demand of the student body that
it make the most solid choice in
selecting someone to guide its
fortunes for that period of time.
Perhaps a more appealing
solution, however, is that student
presidents throughout the state
university and colleges system
initiate an "orientation" program
for newly-elected officers, much
like that given for the benefit of
new or transferring students here
at San Jose State University.
In this way, students would
grasp the issues confronting them
and, at least, if not holding the advantage of "professionalism" in
one hand, they could have the
power of awareness in the other.
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L
Wednesday I had the
pleasure to view the "mindboggling" film. "2001-A Space
Odyssey." The print was not the
best, repeated scratch marks
throughout the first third of the
movie were quite annoying. The
sound kept fading in and out,
either due to our own equipment
or film complications; either way
this was also annoying.
To top off these difficulties
(which could be overlooked), the
last segment of the film was not
even shown. In my opinion, this
did great injustice to the audience
because the embryo scene ties
together the whole effect in 2001.
Why was this done?
Also, if the quality of the films
offered to students continues to
be poor, as well as have segments
cut out, why would any
organization (or school personnel
for that matter), expect students
to view these films for enjoyment
or entertainment?
Mike Miller

Coffeehouse

Student Polk it.%
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This Administration is Bullish on America

Staff Comments

New staff reports community view
Now that the Spartan Daily has
made a sincere effort to open up
its doors to the community,
members of the community can
look forward to seeing their
articles published.
There are several ways in
which the community can work
toward getting their articles, issues, viewpoints, and news
events published in the Spartan
Daily.
There is the existing method in
which you may contact the Daily
editors and inform them of a possible story, or you may write a
letter to the editor, guest column,
or special to the Daily (usually
done by non-staff journalism
students).
In the past, this method has not
worked too well as many
students have expressed dissatisfaction
particularly
minority groups.
Dissatisfaction usually stems
from what many students and
community members call a
disregard for what is worthy of
publication.
This causes students to shy
away from the Daily and in some
cases no attempt is made to inform the Daily of possible stories.
Fewer letters to the editor or

guest columns are submitted than
are possible for publication.
Therefore, it has been
proposed that a staff of reporters
be created separate from the
Daily to write articles, gather information, and generally inform
the Daily of possible stories.
This Community News Staff
(CNS) could seek credit for any
work it submits through instructors in various departments.
This would enhance the entire
effort by not having to depend
solely on volunteer contributions, although this method
could still be employed.
Another method, and one
which is being employed this
semester, is the creation of a
Community News Staff from the
Daily which will actively seek
possible stories in the community.
The success of this effort will
depend both on the sincerity of
the CNS Daily staff members as
well as the cooperation received
from the community to help them
do a better job. So far prospects
look good.
A close working relationship
will have to be established
between community members
and members of the Daily in order

SJSU traffic congestion
Last semester I was driving
down San Carlos Ave. toward my
apartment. I was about to turn
down Ninth when I had to slam
on my brakes. In front of me was a
large conglomeration of cars, all
at a dead stop.
I surmised that one hell of an
accident had occurred and was
blocking traffic. Being a normal
journalist I quickly parked my
car and went racing to the
epicenter of the trouble, notebook
in hand.
When I arrived I saw half the
population of the university
milling about, somewhere within
the area of the crosswalk between
the Student Union and the
Business buildings.
I sat down and watched.
It was 15 minutes before a
single car was allowed to pass.
However, the line of cars had
already reached out into the
intersection of Ninth and San
Carlos streets on one side and
was growing ominously long on

the other.
This situation continued for the
better part of an hour and was
repeated at other times of the day.
This went on five days a week.
I once approached a Student
Council member with this and
suggested that some sort of traffic control be instituted in this
area. He agreed wholeheartedly.
The same thing happened to me
last Friday. Obviously nothing
has been done about the problem
and I haven’t heard of any ideas
toward a solution forthcoming.
This traffic hazard continues
every day, three times a day,
blocking not only the intersections at San Carlos and Ninth and
San Fernando and Ninth, but on
into the streets themselves.
I think that it is about time that
the City and/or Student Council
does something about this mess
before some young, eager
journalist has i. nice bloody
story to report.
Lou Covey

to insure success of the above.
The Daily will offer what ever
resources are available, both
material and advisory.
The organization of a separate
staff should begin as soon as possible. Those students who prefer
to work as individual contributors rather than work with a
group will also be recognized as
CNS members if he or she so
wishes.
There may be groups who wish
to work together and submit contributions.
There are probably more possibilities and they should be
presented. Bring your ideas to the
Daily’s CNS editor.
Ramiro Asencio

Long campaign
Apparently those who occupy
the top echelons in the world of
politics and public opinion polls
have decided that the American
people are interested in nothing
else but the turmoil of politics.
The past election was not even
one month old last year when a
national pollster declared that
Sen. Edward Kennedy would
defeat Vice President Spiro
Agnew if the election were held
now. And already, leaders of both
the major parties are tossing
names back and forth as possible
candidates for the nomination to
the White House.
The fact that the voters will not
have to choose the 38th President
of the U.S. for more than three
years from now does not deter
any of the speculation.
The fact that less than 80 per
cent of those eligible to vote
bothered to do so should indicate
public weariness of long political
campaigns.
But it’s not over yet! Now the
voters in many cities will have to
vote again.
Free and democratic elections
are granted to the American
people by the U.S. Constitution.
They are a right and a privilege
that are denied to nearly onethird of the earth’s inhabitants.
While free elections of our
leaders are necessary and vital,
must they also be so boring? It is
quite disheartneing to see professional pollsters predict the
results of races that are three
years distant.
John Horan

Editor:
It seems that the coffeehouse
mess will never clear up because
of the new manager Wayne
Nelson and Maureen McCarthy
of the Spartan Daily.
First Mr. Nelson will not listen
to any input from his staff
because he knows all, and refuses
even his own assistant manager’s
advice (you can hear them
shouting at each other from
anywhere on campus.) He fears
what people think of his ideas of
covering those nice murals that
cost the school, coffeehouse and
you around $500. The last time
we talked on the matter of the
murals, Wayne wanted to go out
in front of the building and duke
it out. Now come on, Wayne,
that’s not the way a sociology major and our good leader of a nice
place like the coffee house should
act.
If anyone has any questions or
complaints about what Mr.
Nelson is doing in the Effort just
call Wayne who will be more than
happy to talk or fight you.
And now, Maureen, first my
name is John not Jack, and before
you go shooting off your big
mouth about what’s happening at
the joint please read the handouts. That’s what they are for.
This all adds up to why I’m no
longer working for the
coffeehouse.
john Anderson

Educational TV
Editor:
During a conversation with
Richard Moore of KQED
regarding a possible broadcast of
my personal memories of
Einstein together with those of
Linus Pauling, I learned that the
activities of educational broadcasting will be restricted due to
the President’s curtailment of
funds. I was horrified. Not that I
might not receive money as a
speakerI always donate my
time "without money or
price"but because of the injustice done to the many millions of
Americans who see educational
TV as an effective means of
curbing the crime rate.
I do not need to emphasize the
effect of the
destructive
commercial broadcast. I counted
last evening in the TV Guide
seven sex stories, four mystery
stories, and four murder
programs.
How can our American youth
acquire good taste for noble
achievement in life unless they
are exposed to programs such as
"Masterpiece Theatre?" And then
the musical grandeur of the Pops
Symphony Orchestra, which
molds the taste of youth for classical music and inspires them to
pass time in creativity!
As an educator I tried my best
for 30 years to help young people
to be proud of the country in
which they were born and which I
had chosen as my own. Should I
now, with my white hair, be put
in a position to regret this choice?
I. as a professor, have
witnessed suicides, insanity
through drugs, and alcoholism
in young people. And now, I
thought, the existence of this
educational broadcast will help
in the effort to bring youth back
to culture. How great, then, was
my disappointment to learn of the
suppression of such fine
programs! Let my appeal to you.
not be in vain.
Dr. William Hermann,
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News Review

Doctors report
POWs are OK
By IAN GUST INA
Compiled from the Associated Press
CLARK AIR FORCE BASE, PhilippinesThe first prisoners of
war to be released from captivity arrived al Clark Air Force Base
in fairly good condition Sunday night while their families
watched a special televised report.
After preliminary medical checks yesterday. favorable
medical bulletins indicated the stay for most prisoners at Clark
may be short. Extensive physicals are scheduled for the men
today, but officials said must can be expected to be on their way
back to the United States within three days.
A total of 143 military and civilian prisoners arrived at the
Philippine base. 116 from North Vietnam and 27 from jungle
prisons in South Vietnam. Other military personnel totalling 419
are still in Vietnam and Laos, but are scheduled to be released in
three more groups over the next six weeks.

Retail store picketed
As part oi a Bay Area
protest against large volume
retail sellers of Farah pants, 20
pickets
carried
persons
Saturday in front of Mervyn’s
department store at Story and
White streets in San lose.
Mervyn’s. a bay Area chain
store and large retail volume
seller of Farah products, along
with Emporium and Capwell’s
stores, are the central targets

Education bill
to aid students
Under the provisions of a
bill recently submitted to the
state legislature, a California

Unique classes
in rec program
By ARDIE CLARK
canBackpacking,
dlemaking, self-defense and
own
bottle
planting your
garden are but a few of the
opportunities
education
offered this semester in the
A.S. Recreation Program.
The purpose of the nonacademic program is to
provide students, faculty and
leisure and
with
staff
recreational activities at the
lowest possible cost, according to the program list.

"Play it learn it make it du it"
is the title of the program list
that has been available free at
Spartan Bookstore check-out
counters.
The light brown sheet
(which at first glance appears
to be a small blotter) states the
time, date, place, instructor
and cost of the classes.
All class fees are payable
prior to the first meeting in the
A.S. Business Office of the
Student Union. There will be
no reimbursement after the

class has started.
Intramural activities will be
Free with the presentation of a
student, faculty or staff card.
The classes and intramural
activities begin at various
times during the semester.
Early sign-up is encouraged
because of limited enrollment
in several areas.
Examples of classes and fees
are
Harmonica
($1.50),
Weaving ($4), Guitar ($2),
Bicycle Touring ($5) and
Women’s Self -Defense ($4).

SJSU Media Center
operations expanding
The Alternative Media
Center (AMC). which was
allocated $1.100 last October
from the A.S. Council, is acquiring momentum, and
should be in full operation
next month, according to Sue
Martinez of the Graphic
Offensive.
"We’ve ordered a lot of
periodicals," Ms. Martinez
said, "but it takes six weeks

for subscriptions to go
through and they’re just
starting to come in."
The A.S. alloction required
the center tube on campus by
Dec. 1, 1972. The AMC, found
its present home in the
Student Union, in an A.S. office hallway, just in time according to Rudi Leonardi, A.S.
vice-president.
The allocation was to the

Graphic Offensive, but according to Ms. Martinez, "We
want many people to come in
and run it. We want to be one
of many groups participating."
Some of the groups mentioned by Ms. Martinez, where
the New College. and Focus on
the Media (an off -campus,
non-profit organization).

Revived Asian studies

Focusing on yoga
The Asian Philosophy Club
(SANGHA), has been reborn.
Students interested in
signing up for this revived
course, which actually stprted
last semester, may register on
the second floor of the New
College office, Building 0.
Sponsored by San lose State
University’s
New
College
program, SANGHA will be
focusing its study on the ancient art of Yoga this semester.
Although the club is
primarily organized for New
College students, all SISU
students are welcomed and
"encouraged" to apply according to a new college
spokesman.
SANGHA meets every Monday and Thursday from 4 to 6
p.m. in the S.U. Calaveras
Room.
According
to Antonio
Barranco, club president, the
only requirement for
SANGHA is that the student
participate
in
the class.

Wearing apparel should be
light clothing and soft shoes.
"There seems to be quite a
few students interested in, or
actually students of, Yoga,"

Business
graduate
careers
Accounting and finance majors who will graduate in lune,
may sign up Feb. 13 and 14 for
career interviews.
They will be held Feb. 15
through 26, according to Kelly
McGinnish, of the San lose
State University Career Planning and Placement Center.
Seniors and master’s candidates, who will graduate in
June, may sign up on both
days. in Bldg. Q, Rm. 3. from 9
a.m, to noon. and I p.m. to 4
p.m.

SJSU classes
offered to public
teachers,
Housewives,
veterans, students, or anyone
else desiring to take upper
division courses for college
credit may participate in the
Extension Services offered by
San lose State University.
According to Irene D.
Rodeheaver, assistant director
of Extension Services at SISU,
there are nearly 400 courses
offered by the program.
Each slate university has a
basic area they have control
over. SISU’s service area includes Santa Clara and Santa
Cruz counties, the southern
half of San Mateo county, and
the northern parts of
Monterey and San Bernardino
counties.
Services
Extension
cooperate with school districts and private groups in
organizing the various
programs it offers.
There is great variety to the
courses offered. Course titles
range from
Seminars in
Contemporary Weaving, to
Existential Philosophy As A
Way Of Life, to VD Education.
The majority of classes start
this week, but Assistant
Director
Rodeheaver
explained a student can
by
attending
the first
register

class meeting ot the course or
by going to the Extension
Services office in IC 214.
The cost for each unit of
credit is $24.

of the protest.
At the root of the protest is
an employees’ strike against
several
Farah
production
plants in Texas and New
Mexico. At issue in the strike
is the employee’s right to have
union
representation,
according to Doug Monica,
member of the San lose Farah
Strike Support Committee.
"The firing of several union

claimed Barranco.
"But the offerings and opportunities around this area in
Yoga instruction are scarce.
Some of the students and
people around San Jose and
sarrounding areas actually
have to drive all the way to
Berkeley to find Yoya.
SANGHA will provide Yoga
and related Asian studies to as
many students as possible."
Besides Yoga, SANGHA is
also open to new ideas and
concepts. Asian arts and
including music,
crafts,
cooking, literature and social
action are all the areas the club
will be hoping to explore.
"Hopefully." says Barranco,
"new students will bring as
many new ideas and crafts as
possible. That’s what will
really make our Yoga and
class unique; a total sharing
experience."
Kenneth Kastler, a member
represented
who
recently
SISU for the "Who’s Who in
and
Colleges
American
Universities," said, "This club
is perfect to get involved in. A
person can really develop an
awareness, so to speak.
Besides that, the course offers
and
lour college credits
qualifies a veteran under the
G.I. Bill. It’s that rare kind of
course that fills many likes
and empties many dislikes."
"In other words, it’s a heavy,
rewarding experience; one
which will serve many useful
purposes," claimed Kastler.

college student could obtain
college credits toward a
bachelor of arts degree
without having to attend
classes regularly or meet
university pre requisites.
The bill has been introduced
by State Sen. Mervyn
Dymally, 0 -Los Angeles, a
former teacher.
His bill would bring to
California a system currently
operating in New York under
the name Empire State
College. This concept is
usually called the "University
Without Walls" or "Open
College."
Under Dymally’s bill, the
state would set up a central
administration office which
would organize such classes in
the University of California
campuses, the California State
University
and
College
System and the 92 community
state.
in
the
colleges

an

Texas. "Levi workers take
home about $102 a week and
Farah workers take home
about $05 a week," Monica
said.
"Starting pay is $1.70 per
hour and there is no job
security," Monica asserted.
"There is supposed lobe a pension plan, but there is no fixed
retirement age." he added. "As
far as we know, there is only
one woman who ever received
a pension."
The National Labor
Relations Board has found
Farah in violation of fair labor
practices several times, according to Monica. But Farah
takes the charges to appeals
court where action against the
company is delayed. Monica
charged.
"Farah can rely on the courts
and we will rely on the
boycott," said Monica.
B.B.

Continuing education
student service opens

"It would be completely innovative and flexible," said
Dymally. "It will complement,
not compete, with the existing
three portions of the state’s
higher education system."
Under the provisions of
Dymally’s bill, a college
student would work out with
his instructor the requirements for a certain
course.
inlcude
would
They
relevant experience and would
not necessarily be tied to
regular class attendance.
Entrance requirements or
pre requisites would be
severely limited. Even the
location and contents of
classes would be flexible and
to meet the
designed
particular needs of the
student.
The aims of the Dymally
bill, according to the Los
Angeles legislator, would be
to open the state colleges to
those people who cannot take
advantage of the present
system.
"These include workingmen
and women, housewives and
mothers, the aged and handicapped, residents stuck in
ghettos, dropouts as well as
busy executives who wish to
add to their knowledge or
professional skills." said Sen.
Dymally.

The Counseling and Service
continuing
Center
for
students,
a
education
relatively new center on campus. is re-opened this semester
in the Student Activities and
Services Office in the old
cafeteria building on Seventh
Street.
The center defines a continuing education student as
one, who has, or who is
thinking of continuing his or
her education after a lapse of
some years.
According to Phyllis Sutphen, co-coordinator of the
center, and program adviser in
the Student Activities Office,
the age of such a student is
usually 27 or older. In a statistical study she conducted, she
found that 30 per cent of the
students at San lose State
are in
this
University
category.
Some of the services the
center offer include inenrollment,
on
formation
registration
procedures,

The
Industrial
Sciences
Department needs students as
candidates
for
driver
education teachers. Applicants for the lessons are required to get an instruction
permit from the Department of
Motor Vehicles before the first
lesson and must be fluent in

Asian politics
San lose Mayor Norman
Mineta will be the guest
speaker at the monthly
seminar presented by the
Asian -American
Studies
Department on Sunday. Feb.
25. ’The topic of the speech will
be "Asians in Politics," and
will begin at 7:30 p.m. in the
S.U. Pacifica Room.
Mineta is an expert on the
role of Asians in politics since
he was the first AsianAmerican to be elected city
mayor. A native of San lose,
Mineta was voted in with 62.4
per cent of the vote, running
against 15 candidates. He was
sworn into office on July 1,
1967.
During World War II.
Mineta shared the plight of
many
Asian -American
citizens when he and his
family were interned in the
Heart Mountain, Wyoming,
concentration camp. After the
war Mineta returned to San
Jose to continue his education.
Among
numerous
community activities in which he
has played a vital part, Mineta
has served on the Board of
Directors, Wesley Foundation
at MSC, on the Executive
Committee Council of 110 at
SJSU, Board of Directors of the
Mexican -American
Community Service Agency. and
as President of the San Jose
chapter of the JapaneseAmerican Citizen’s League.

TODAY
Towed the Student Utiles Building writ
be conducted. starling from the information desk 12nd level SILL al noon.
Similar tours will he held for new SIMI
students through Thursday. Feb. 15. Free
coupons will be available during each
tour.
The NatWest Audience Society will
present a speical film. "Malheur: Marsh.
Meadow. and Mountain," tonight at 8 in
Morris Dailey Auditorium, Admissinn
50 cents for 81SL1 students and $1 25 I nr

ell tit her adults.
Tidtets ere still on sale in the AS.
Business (Mice for the water polo game
between the 81SU team and the Russian
national team. The game Is Thursday.
Feb. 15 at 3:30 p.m. al De Anna Community College. Tickets. which are 82 for
etudents, will also be sold al the pate.
Radical Student Union will meet at 7:30
p.m at the 8.U. Costanoan Room.
Sperten OliaCCI no spot...ring an ice
skating party this evening at 10,30 or the
F:ast mho,
....

He was a recipient of the
"Nisei of Biennium, 1966-68"
award, and has been named in
a recent citizen’s panel as "one
of the 10 most powerful men in
San lose."
This speech will be part of a
continuing sequence of talks
presented by the department.
The monthly seminar was
begun at the outset of the 197273school yearto help stimulate
interest
in
the Asian American Studies Program.
The seminar sessions are held
on the last Sunday of every
month. Admission is free to all
persons. Refreshments will be
served.

Ex-library head
dies of cancer
Harry Bach, 50, head of the
order department of the San
Jose State University Library
from 1956 to 1962, died of
cancer during the week of Jan.
24, according to Shirley Kohn,
head librarian.
Bach was born in Germany
and immigrated to the U S. in
1938.
He attended the
University of California at
Berkeley and received his B.A.

dial
degrees there (the
B.L.S. is equivalent to a
master’s degree).
Bach left SJSU to become
head of the Riverside junior
College Library, where he
resided until his death. While
at SjSU. Bach wrote several
articles published in various
library magazines and was
president of the Phi Beta
Kappa Faculty Club from
1959-1960.
He is survived by his wife.
Grace, and two daughters.

English.
Applications may be triade
at a 30 minute meeting in I.A.
Wednesday, at 2:30 p.m. or
Thursday, at 1:30 p.m. Those
unable to attend either
meeting may go to I.A. 111 and
fill out an application prior to
the second meeting.

Error in Daily
concerning store

Another portion of the
Dymally bill would allow
working students to obtain
college credits for employment
experience.
"Take this young junior
clerk in the Senate for example," Sen. Dymally said. "He’s
working his way through
college.

..

general
education and
graduate requirements, disqualification,
and
reinstatement.
The center is open Monday
through Friday. 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
and evenings Monday through
Thursday, 5 to 9:30 p.m.

Learn to drive

Yesterday’s What It Is
reported the Black Studies
Department had purchased
the Fontanel’ Sporting Goods
Store in connection with the
Friday night play series in
Morris Dailey.
The information was in
error. The Black Studies
Department has not purchased
the Fontanetti Sporting Goods
Store, and the Fontanetti
Sporting Goods Store is not
located in the Spartan Book
Store.
However, tickets for the
plays can be purchased in any

People with the ability to
learn and do research but
unable to fit into the pattern of
regular classes will benefit
greatly, said the senator.

Fontanetti
Sporting
Store located in the
munity.

I.Q. Of 145
and Can’t
Read Fast?
A noted publisher in Chicago
reports there is a simple technique of rapid reading which
should enable you to increase
your reading speed and yet retain much more. Most people
do not realize how much they
could increase their pleasure,
success and income by reading
faster and more accurately.

According to this publisher,
many people, regardless of
their present reading skill, can
use this simple technique to
improve their reading ability to
a remarkable degree. Whether
reading stories, books, technical matter, it becomes possible
to read sentences at a glance
and entire pages in seconds
with this method.

To acquaint the readers of
this newspaper with the easyto-follow rules for developing
rapid reading skill, the company has printed full details
of its interesting self-training
method in a new booklet, "How
to Read Faster agd Retain
More," mailed free to anyone
who requests it. No obligation.
Send your name, address, and
zip code to: Reading, 555 E.
Lange St., Dept. 940- 40. Mundelein, III. 60060. A postcard
will do.

FLY WHO?
Spartan Travel Mart
,n thp
P Ihinn
PO 2010

Book
com-

CONSIDER...
From
management
trainee
to corporate
officer
within two
short years?
You wouldn’t
be the
to ’flake it
at Union first
Bank.

If you’re interested
in a career in finance, check these facts:
Union Bank, with total resources in excess of $4 billion,

DISCOUNT ON SERVICE AND
REPAIRS ON ALL FOREIGN
& DOMESTIC MODELS

PSA
will grin and bear
SanJose State.
II"lifI

organizers of the San Antonio
Farah plant sparked the walkout last May of 3,000 Farah
workers," Monica said.
The Strike Support Committee, Monica added, is
picketing stores which sell
Farah pants because, "They
are supporting Farah by
pumping money into the company by continuing its
purchases."
The Amalgamated Clothing
Workers of America. AFLC10, the union which Farah
strikers
want
to
be
represented by, recently
negotiated an oral agreement
with Mervyn’s chain store.
Mervyn’s agreed to stop
ordering Farah products, according to Monica. "But they
’the union) didn’t get it into
writing," Monica added, "and
that was a mistake. The
(Mervyn’s) keep ordering."
Both Levi and Farah have
production plants in El Paso,

Mayor speaks

is among the top 20 banks in the Nation. Headquartered in
California, Union Bank is the fastest growing
major bank in the State.

Union Bank offers
competitive starting salaries; fringe benefits that rank among
the most attractive in the banking industry: continuous
in-bank training programs; and exceptional opportunity to
advance, resulting from the Bank’s rapid expansion.
Openings are now availaWe to graduating seniors with degrees
in business administration emphasizing finance, accounting or
marketing; and related academic areas. Sign up now at your

(11%
17141

STAR
MOTORS

62 times a day.

From San Jose, you can smile away to Los
Anueies Hollywood Burbank. and San Diego And return Call yr,
campus rep or PSA and ask about our easy to hear low tare
RSA gives you a Ilk

375

L

Situ .10.e. Calif.
S. Markel t.
Bring Copy Of This Ad And

Student Body Card For Discount

Placement Office for anon -campus interview.

a most unusual bank
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Winwood, Traffic
excel in latest disc
its IM ENGEL
Try:. , latest album.
"Shoot out at the Fantasy
Factory.. is a direct hit.
Steve Winwood, probably
Iii. best lead guitar-keyboard

itraranffrffr4111*******

NEATNESS
COUNTS

SPECIAL STUDENT
RATES
Rentals Sales
7/N Service
r

[Arai=
71 E. San Fernando
One block from campus
830-5:30 M. F, 9-4 Sat.

294-2091 **

..is.er in the world. gets mc.
tly what he wants from the
group and writes four of the
live songs on the album along
with lim Capaldi.
Capaldi, the group’s original
drummer. has ;dist now taken
the pail of writingand helping
Winwood with the vocals.
Winwood may be the leader
and standout but it’s the whole
group that makes the album a
success. This is probably one
reason Winwood decided to
reform the group in 1970 after
a year stint with the supposed
super group Blind Faith.
The unity of the group is
heard in opening title song
which is a strong rocker with
guitar work by Winwood and
flawless flute playing by Chris
Wood injected between
Winwood’s playing and
singing. Wood is one of the
three original members still in
the group.
Filling out the present group
are newcomers David Hood
lbassf and Roger Hawkins
(drums) plus Rebop Kwaku
Baah who joined a little over a
year ago adding African flavor
on conga and tymbalis.
In "Roll Right Stone."
Winwood changes to piano
and Wood to saxophone, their

If you can’t beat ’em
drive ’em crazy’

Cast too heavy

’Poseidon’ takes dive

specialized instruments to put

together the longest cut of the
album. In this cut the tine
musical talent of the group is
brought out along with well controlled vocals by Winwood
and Capaldi.
The second side opens with
’Evening Blue.’ probably the
best song lyrics -wise. It is a
quiet, smooth and sad song
dealing with loneliness.
Wood takes the spotlight on
his instrumental composition
"Tragic Magic." It’s a jazzy,
free-flowing piece showing
the versatile playing of Woods
sax.
Closing the al bum is
"Uninspired." a ballad type
song, which leaves the listener
along with the rest of the
album very far from being
uninspired.
The thing that makes this
album is the different forms
that ’Traffic can play their
music in - - - jazz, rock, or soft
and easy. Many rock groups
can’t evolve in successive
albums, let alone in one album.
’Traffic hits the different
- fantasy,
aspects of life
reality, loneliness, tragedy
to put
inspiration
and
together kind of a story
throughout the album.

hi MARE HEILMAN
Entertainment Eater
While it’s nut unusual

Trimble
concert
tonight
Saxophonist William Trimble will give a recital Tuesday
night at 8:15 in the Concert
Hall.
Trimble will play "T-Bird
Repents" by Wilcox and for the
first time on the West Coast
"Putjak" by Carl Anton Wirth.
"T-Bird Repents" is an anthology of jazz ranging from
modern improvisation to
original blues, according to
Trimble.

KSJS Log

The group was termed great
when they first appeared
about six years ago and with
"Shoot Out at the Fantasy Factory," Traffic is reaching the
point of excellence in the

5:00-7:00

world of rock and rtdl

5:30- 5:35 p m

p.m.
KSIS Plays Rock
5:25-5:30 p.m.
Woman-to -Woman

377-2935

PG
776 5505

rUf ,1 I NI

REGENCY 2
iir

-

SILVA

TEXACO

parking

tiles

tune-up

batteries

78 S.

4th

SAN f HANCISCO

SINCE 1936

Spectrum News
5:40-5:45 p.m.
Cooking with Betty and
Elsie
7:00-7:30 p.m.
Classical Music
7:30-7:35 p.m.
Spectrum News
7:35-8:00 p.m.
Men and Ideas
8:00-9:00 p.m.
Live faculty concert with
Bill Trimble
9:00-12:00 a.m.
KS’S Plays jazz
9:30-9:35 p.m.
Spectrum News
9:35-9:40 p.m.
Public Report
10:00-10:10 p.m.
The Fourth Tower of
Inverness
11:30-11:35 p.m.
Spectrum News

The Utah Repertory Dance
Theatre will highlight its three
day residency stay at San Jose
State University with a
concert Wednesday at 8 p.m. in
Morris Dailey Auditorium.
Tickets for the concert are
$1 for students and $3 for the
general public.
The group will offer a free
program entitled "Original
Choreographic Approaches"
in Morris Dailey at 8 tonight.
Three dancers will perform a
dance and later discuss tgeir
dance from the inception of the
idea to the final choreography.
Rehearsal for the concert
will be held in Morris Dailey
Auditorium at 2 p.m. Wednesday and is open to the public.

MCAT
Review and practice testing program for the

For

SPRUCE 2

Anti at Theatres & Drive ins throughout the Bay Area

Spartan Spectrum
5:35-5:40 p.m.

Dancer’s
theater
to open

Medical College Admission Test

589 7965
SO

Viii Ness

STUDENT’S NEED YOUR CAR
SERVICED OR REPAIRED
Leave it at SILVA TEXACO
while you are in class
111111:111M

The plot was easy enough to
follow as the film staggered in
one direction-toward the
end-sod never progressed
beyond a child’s comprehension, save the epics.
language served hack and
forth between Borgnine and
Hackman.
The battle of egos fought by
the above two actors over who
would command the survivors
on the overturned ship was
certainly interesting. It
seemed to spin off into a
separate. distant movie during
peak moments. Whether it
added to the movie or
detracted from it is open to
debate.
Strangely enough, the film
would have been better had it
either explored their antagonistic relationship further
or completely dropped it.
Instead, it followed the middle
path and left the viewer
without a concrete feeling for

MOYER
MUSIC
HOUSES
JOB OPPORTUNITY
Part time job
learning to repair
musical instruments.
Applicant must be able
to play woodwinds
well.
SEE MR. POWEV,
84 E. San Fernando
298-5404

either of the Iwo.

15ii;rinitunent

Special Student Rates
9.00 PER MONTH

Co -Starring GARRY GOODROW HOWARD HESSEMAN
JOHN SAVAGE Written by DAVID S. WARD
Executive producer DONALD SUTHERLAND
Produced by TONY BILL and MICHAEL & JULIA PHILLIPS
Directed by ALAN MYERSON TECHNICOLOR*

And by nut offering a
definite feeling of identity or
alienation toward its main actors, a movie like "Poseidon"
sinks from bulky weight.

interest throughout.

BY APPT. 293-2747

This takes an understanding
between the musicians and a
feeling for what is going
around them, which was seen
in their last album "The Low
Spark of the High Heel Boys"
and now even more in this
album.

T.V.’s FOR RENT

JANE FONDA DONALD SUTHERLAND PETER BOYLE
"STEELYARD BLUES" A BILL/ PHILLIPS Production

for
guests to take a little nip
during New Year’s Eve festivities. it’s unexpected of
them to end up in the drink.
But then, anything might
happen when the party is
crashed by a 90 foot tidal
wave.
In "The Poseidon Adventure," a new film by the man
who dreamed up the idea of
following the Seaview
through the Seven Seas in
TV’s old "Voyage to the Bottom of the Sea" series, Irwin
Allen again displays his thrill
for the ocean.
Unfortunately, Allen’s film
has about as much class as his
now -defunct series. It starts
on a wave of awkward humor
and never gathers quite
enough strength to overpower
the viewer.
Allen made a clumsy
attempt at blending comedy
into a suspenseful situation by
mixing actors like Red Buttons
and Shelley Winters with
Ernest Borgnine and Gene
Hackman. It didn’t succeed.
Not only did the actors fail

to make the film move
smoothly, they couldn’t even
muster a single memorable
performance among them.
That’s the main disappointment of the movie
because no less than 15 past
Academy Awards were
represented by the star-heavy
cast.
The rest of the acting left
much to be improved on also
as everyone seemed to be
reciting lines for an ill directed school play.
But like any worth-its-salt
adventure story, -The
Poseidon Adventure" was
entertaining. It was even fun
to watch for the embarrassing
parts. Like when the reverend,
played by Hackman, made a
toast "to love." Or when Buttons explained his virility
vitamin pills to a table of
dinner guests. Or when the
ballroom floor of the mighty
ocean cruiser was swarmed by
eager dancers gyrating twice
as fast as the music.
For all the dumb parts that
were kept in the finished
product, "The Poseidon
Adventure" can at least be
commended for sustaining

close to CSUSJ library

free brochure. write

GRADUATE STUDIES CENTER
a division of The Minehart Corporation
New York, N.Y. 10011
P.O. Box 386

LONG HAIR STYLING

LIVE MUSIC
CONCERT
"
-roe

HAIR BREATH RING SCREAMERS
Alan Strange
CONCERTINO DA CAMERA
T -BIRD REPENTS
2ND PRELUDE

lbert

Joe Wilcox

Gershwin

PUNTJAK NIGHTFALL
INDONESIAN SKETCHES
TAMBOURINE

Wirth

Rameau

THOUGHTSMILES

Bill Trimble

LE CHART DE VILLEUR
Joaquin Nin with Jeane Garson

TONIGHT 8:05 PM
KS’S PUBLIC RADIO
%,JI

FOR SAN JOSE

CLASSIIPM
ANNOUNCEMENTS
-JOBS IN ALASKA" available now This
nandbook covers an laws summer and
career oPPortunittee Plan YOUR adventure. $300 JIA. Box 1585 Anchorage, AK
69510
SHAKLEE
ECOLOGICALLY SOUND
SINCE 1915
Food Supoiemants (Instant Protein,
Vita C vita E. Calcium etc )
Home Cleaners 1Basin H. L etc
Beauty Aids (Protemzed Shampoo etc
John & Mary Rhoades 297-3866
LOVE YOUR BOSS
With SHAKLEE you are your own boss
No Quotas
No Risks
No Pressure
Our incentives are ample
Every distributor has different goals 6
different approaches The fact that our
natural products really are the finest is
reflected in our
UNPRECEDENTED Sales Growth
Tries. figures will
BLOW YOUR MIND
Please Make comparisons
We will ask you to do a little remarch
before we let you sponsor in
JOHN & MARY
466 SO 5th e2
297-3866
TWO GREAT VOICES-Baritone John
Tyers formerly of Broadway and now
musfe instructor at SJcci and soprano
Claudia Cummings 11972 debuts with SF
Fall Opera and at Carnegie Hail I star in
SJ Music Theatre’s ’The Sound Dl Music
Montgomery Theatre Fri & Sat nites 530.
Feb 2 thru 17 $3 50 gen’l 62 50 with SB
card Additional 504 off with les ad Buy
at door or come by 20K San Fernando
STUDENT RATES FRIDAY NIGHTS
ONLY
LIVE MUSIC every Fro Sat. and Sun
featuring the Gingers Spartan Mottle
4th and San Carlos
LEARNED STAINED MASS
Claes runs Feb 15 thru April 5 Eight 2hour missions for $30 Call Sherry Britton 227-3543
GUYS AND GALS!
Join a coliegs-ege BALLET class at
Fulfil. School of Bagel Basic "technioil’
for beginning dancers Small
JAsses-individual attention Seventy
ufrazie Grant Director 241-1300
FRIDAY FLICKS: Feb 9 Prime Cut
ut Friday 7t110prn SOS

un

KNOW YOUR UNION-Get theta story
tours 12 noon Feb 13. 14. 15. Inquire at
into Desk -Student Union Free
coupons on each tour
GOT A PROBLEM OR A QUESTION?
Campus SOS can help cloths Spartan
Daily afternoons after 2 p.m 277-3181.
LIFE SCHOOL A NON-GRADED
ALTERNATIVE SCHOOL FOR AGES 5 to
13 We need volunteers, supplies. Parents
kids
998-1546 684 S 2nd St. San
Jose 95112

AUTOMOTIVE
’58 VW Bug Clean, wail-maintained, very
good condition & body Good fires
5650/offer 968.0843
FOR SALE-FORD FALCON STATION
WAGON. 3 spd-good mileage-$195/or
best offer 275-9105
’70 HONDA. CB 350. Good
transponation. claim 4175 or best otter
Cali 374-8899 alter 2 pm
72’n HONDA CB. 2700 ml Like new
Leaving S J 5585 289-8102 (after Opmi
’70 WI CAMPER Pop top & lent 42.000
mi Clean excellent condition 12.100 or
offer Vern 247-6261
MOPELKAD6TTL11.351hou mi. Clean.
good condition, good tireti great
economy 257-5828
’70 EL CAMINO Take over payments Cali
Frank Rua 289-9377
1957 VS BEST OFFER 227-5897

FOR SAIL
THE LOST FLEA MARKET, 50 variety
shops-1940 S let St Ph 293-2323
Open We thru Sun 6’430 & 8-5 30 Free
Parking & admission Thousands of
usefui items antiques & collectable,
DARK MAPLE DESK S CHAIR. 4
drawers-EIS 289-8102 latter 6 P M )
LARGE ONYX CHESS SETS for sale
trom Mexico vanouscoiors SsOset Call
Toni 287-6927 after 6 p
--SAVE THIS AD: Before you purchase
costly rialto equip retail check Wee for
discount prices to SaS students ton ali
you, no.451 We guarantee the ioweel
prices in the Bray Area on such nemeses
Samos Pioneer Ma’am:, Teat, Dual.
litC Call us for weekly specials tool 2025593 or 2$2-2028

CAMERA MINOLTA 551-101 with 14
iens.caae New condition 5145 Call 9989963
IIILACKUTE POSTERS St 50. PATCHES
754 SUP, INCENSE 25-266. PIPES $1 00
& UP. RADIOS $395 & UP. LEATHER
GOODS, BINOCULARS $22.00 & UP.
BLACKLITE. COMPLETE: 18’ 011.88,4’
$2295 STROBE LIGHTS $1795. GAS
GLO BULB $395.INDIA PRINTS. FISH
NETTING $1 98 6 UP T-SHIRTS $2.00
EACH BROOKS 80 E San Fernando. 1
blk from SJSU Phone 292-0409
IF YOU LIKE BOOKS, yOull love
RECYCLE a different used bookstore
Recent paperbacksat Apnea Best Sc-Fl
selection in Bay Area Records, too We
have the books you want 8 need A best
pricee in town Yes, we buy& trade books
& records RECYCLE 235 So 151St 2886275
COMPLETE MAMIYA C-330 system. extra lenses elf» accessories. 1 year old
Save 5400 227-1000

HELP WANTED
RECEPTIONIST Thum Fr, 8 Sat for
beauty saion Preferably Business major
Can Thum 6 Fri btwn 9 a m -12 2663300
KARATE Instructor wanted to Instruct 3
indiv on Sung Fur or other Karate art.
Prefer Oriental exchange student Parttime 238-0848
FIGURE MODELING position Light but
serious work for persons of good
character Must be physically perfect.
0570/9, Periodic Sox 1365, MI Viikw.
MOTHERS HELPER: T-TH 1 30-6 00p m
Boys 4 & 5 yrs Own trees Lanai Apt*
Tully at 101 St 75 hr. 251-5045 snytirne
2 PRESCHOOL TEACHERS needed Experience req Ono to work 9-1p rn tone.
14 pm deity, also COOK 11-1 pm
daily, home ec courses rep 225-4820
KINDERGARTEN
KAMPUS PRESCHOOL
WANTED: Couple between 24 & 35 to
share houseparenting responsibilities in
Los Gatos Group Horne for 10 girls
between 12 and 18 Live-in while on duty
for half the week Gall 354-1277 Salary
$350 per ’no

PENINSULA FAMILY wants responsible
student husband and wife lobe summer
caretakers at mountain camp on
beautiful lake in High Sierra Duties will
be light, ample time for hiking, boating.
swimming, fishing. reading. $100 per
month plus room, board. transportation.
Camping experience. car, references requires Send letter and ’napalm! to Post
Office Box 2476, Menlo Park, CA 94025
for prompt response
PERSON NEEDED to work in ceramic
shop pouring plaster molds. Hrs. 9-1. but
flexible Cell Lb x 984-4888

HOUSING
LOE r bir apt. $130 01w carpets Swim
Pool Recreation Room (Summer Rates)
Cell 251-4817
COMFO AAAAAA Singles & soubles Kit
pm Neer SJS $45 & up Call 2944653
btwn 4-11 pm
NICE FURNISHED 2 bdrm. apt. Quiet.
Adults only. Ideal for SJS students 065.
998-2418 or 321-8573.
IVY HALL Rooms with kite. Clean, quiet
well managed 279 E San Fernando St.
across from Admit, Bldg. 253-1152. 2939814. 244-6472
GIRLS TO SHARE newly turn rooms.
One blk from campus. All utilitlel Pd.
Kitc pm washer & dryer 850 ino 441 So,
6th St 297-4057 Mrs Rodgers

Howls

for leas* close to
4 BEDROOM
campus $275 perimo Call 287-4900
ROOMS FOR MEN $40 and $50 per month 52S 15th St 297-3344
NEED11.12: I female own room In large 3
bdrm. 2 story house Willow Glen. Library, darkroom, dishwasher. washerdryer, fireplace. garage. Prefer wolf870
ma
smoker,
tym
998-2151
I SOW FURN, APT. A blk from library.
Quiet 5110/rno 48 S 4th St. Call 287/387
ROOMS for serious. concerned student
Female preferred $70/mo 296-7441

ECOLOGY SAFE child safe ProduCts
delnOnieratOre. Will train Good money
2464891

MALL-SINGLE ROOM
Kitchen privilege*
296-7392
86 South 12th St

RETAIL MANAGERS
MALE-FEMALE&Racruil & mimeos seise
001210 to represent high quietly ecology
products High income 2804082

FEMALE ROOMMATE needed to ahem
beautiful house Own fro dishwhr. firepl.
shag cpts 15 yard $63 plus 1/3 unl MOM

LA DONNA APTS.
1 & 2 bedroom apts turn & unf urn. w/w
new carpets 5120 Quiet atmosphere neer
the campus. 385 S. 419 91 Call Ben 2888383 or John 356-5708.
LARGE, furnished. carpeted apt summer
rates. Indry fecil. Ouiet 536 S. 6th 81. 19
295-7894.
FOR RENT Furnished room with kitchen
privileges. No utilities. Reasonable East
SA., 984-4505 or 259-7301, Jean
HOUSE FOR RENT. 2 bdrms. turn. Need
4 girls 380 ea/mo. W&G pd 856 S. 9th St.
Call aft. 4:30p.m. 297’83090r see mgr. at
674 S. 9th St. at
NEAT UPPER DIVISION FEMALE
needed to share 3 bdrm house with 2
others I blk. from SJS 558/mo Cell 2871122

3 BORN APT. turn 5215/mo No lease
3990 12th St Call 298-1807

ROOMMATE WANTED. $45/mo. Clean,
quiet. 2 bdrm apt. 641 S 11th apt. l,29161ST Very reasonable. No live
LARGE 2 & 3 IA., 2 be. AEK, carpets, off
st park., poo1.4 blks to campus. Study atmosphere 470 S 11th St. PI 287-7590
CLEAN, comfortable 1 bdrm. apt. turn.
6335. 8th St. 8130/month Call 288-7474
or 294-7332.
LARGE 1 & 2 bdrm apts. lurn/unfurn.
New carpels. No kids/pets. 288-20013263
E Reed St. crnr of Ith.
QUIET APTS FOR RENT 1 bdrin-$110. 2
bdrm-8130. 3 bdrm-5150 Debra Su Apts.
628 So 10th St
STUDIO’S $60 Men Only 620 S. 3rd St

MEN-Large, single. comfortable room at
$70 per month Onshore room at 545 636
So 5th St 295-2355
TWO FEMALE roommates needed to
share large 2 acirrn apt with 2 others 840
SC ruts. wearing distance to campus.
292-7536.
2 BORN. APTS, torrent. $180furn., $155
unfurn. 576 S. 5th St. Call 263-4767. See
mgr. in *8 or seat mgr. in 04.
$410 AND UP, nice, comfortable. quiet
rooms downtown, kit env 293-3910 156
N 5th St
ROOM-Men Cheerful, airy, wall to wall
carpet Good beds, furnace heat. 406 So.
11M St.
DUPLEX. Newly remodeled. $90. 1
bedroom. Move in now or March tat 2463023. 738-5479.
ROOM FOR FEMALE In furnished house
$50 Rooms avail now. Larger room $65
by Feb. 18, 363 S 11th St 246-3021 2758454.
FRIDAY PUCK & Feb. 9, "Prime Cut"
"uncut" Friday 7 & 10 p.m 506
SAN FERNANDO HOUSE-Great atmosphere linen & maid service, color
T V Kitchen priv tee showers. parking
Centex of activity 237 E. San Fernando
$69 to $89imo 295-9504 or 2934348
UNIVERSITY CLUB-Co-ed Bitautifui
house fireplace. grand piano. color T v.
recreation room, hit aria meld 8 linens
parking. Courtyard Includes Continental
breakfast From $79/mo 202 So 11th
293-7374

SERVICES
511e BREAKFAST!
2 eggs. 2 bacons (or hash brownsi
English muffin Others available
XEROXING!
Same price as campus copy
GREEN POTTED
594 6 up Footbell, pinball. tapestries
lots more, Opening March 15t (maybe
sooner) 475 E San Carlo. (next to Dirty
Dana Loundrarnat)
PLUSI
A GORILLA SPECIALI
Buy a discount card for $a 00 and you get
15% OFFI
unlimited use, good till June 30. Card
may be purchased this week only. From
the gonea standing in front of the union
on 5th St Limited amount of cards
available. first come-first monied
TYPING. EDITING. FAST, ACCURATE,
IBM SELECTR1C. FORMER ENGLISH
TEACHER. CALL 244-6444 AFTER 810
MARY BRYNER
nO Conked
RENT A TV OR
Free del Free were Call Eschts 2512596

I TEACH JAZZ DANCE on Mondays 3:30
tor inter and 430 tOr begin Call Janet
Benson at 854-67311415) or 293-1930 for
info.
CARPOT for rent by the month across
from Duncan Science Bldg. 387 So 4th
St Apt 8
PHOTOGRAPHY
Passports -Se
Weddings -S25.
Commercial PR -Journalistic Call 2750598 Color 8 SW
TYPIST-FAST, Accurate Can editMaster’s etc. Near SJCC Mrs. Aslenian
298-4104
PRIVATE CLASSES In WEAVING,
SPINNING, NATURAL
MACRAME,
DYEING 8 BATIK Credentialed WM,
college instructor Reasonable prices
968-6/50

TRANSPORTATION

LEARN TO DRIVE
Learn In 2 weeks with a state licensed
instructor & dual control safety Free pickup on campus or home. Telephone for
into or appt 293-0172. Easy Method MNing School.
BECAUSE I LOVE YOU-Flowers. Ides.
long stem roses $5 00 Delivered fin SJ)
998-2151
FRIDAY FLICKS--Feb 9. "Prime Cur
"uncut" Friday 7 & 10 pm 506.
KNOW YOUR UNION-Gel the full MOM.
Tours 12 noon Feb 13, 14. 15 Inquire at
Info Desk -Student Union. Free
coupons on each four
ANYONE born on or around April IS,
1953. preferably April 18, Contact Jerry.
226-7801

LOST & FOUND

EXPERIENCE EUROPE 4 to 10 wks fm
8220 Join our minibus loaded with guys
and gals from 7 English speaking countries Camp & communicate with
Europeans See Rutile-Scan-GreeceTurkey 8 more. Send for brochure: Going
Places-SD. 422S. Western LA Calif Tel
385-0012.

LOST: 3 month old female German
Short-haired Pointer, chocolat* brown
and white Lost on campus, Tues. Jan. 30
Please call. 996-2030.

CHARTER FLIGHTS. Complete domesprograms. Contact
tic/international
Craig, Student Services Well, Inc , 235E
Santa Clara. 0710 267-8301

LOST: Set of keys 2-5-73 btwn 2nd & 10th
Sts When found 06112774759 after 320
pm

RUSSIA-SCANDINAVIA. 5 weeks 1387
inclusive London departures Smell,
international group camping travel Ages
18-30 Also Europe, Africa. India. 3-11
wk.. Write Whole Earth Travel, Ltd Box
1497. K.0 , Mo. 64141
TO MEXICO
RASTER CH
9 days, a nights, indl. round trip elf fare.
hotel, all transfers plus Oahe.
Mazatlan - $199
Puerto Mewls - $229
Acapulco - 5299
For info contact Richard 274-4813 (after
5pmI

TYPING
60 North 3rd St . Apt 0823
287-4355
If you need accurate, neat and fast typing
service, I do it in my home Use IBM
Sislectric with carbon ribbon Rate* are
reasonsble, depending on typing requests end volume per order Ceti 26E2841, Monday through Friday.

EASTER & SPRING CHARTER FLIGHTS
to NY All flights leaving nom Oak
trip -$176
Round
Also
Minneapolis/Limited Seats, $55 each
way For flight Information contact
Richard 274-4813 After 5 p m

BICYCLE REPAIR-Minor & Maio, Done
dose In campus Very reasonable rates
Phone 245.3481 or 295-8087

SEA FRIEND to handicapped man Lion
tree in attractive room Girls over 18
Meese call 298-2308 att 5

FOUND: 8 mo.. male Garman Shepherd.
Tan and brown Lost on campus. Tues
Feb 6. Call 289-8875.

FOUND Tues. Jan 30 small male Lab-mix
Week. Vicinity 011th & San Carlos. 27/8419.
FOUND: Brown male puppy 9 weeks No
ID Found at Big Dipper Sandwich Shoo
Call 263-6179 evenings
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